We report on a theoretical study of the hidden charm N * cc states in the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction near threshold within an effective Lagrangian approach. In addition to the contributions from the s-channel nucleon pole, the t-channel D 0 exchange, the u-channel Λ + c exchange and the contact term, we study the contributions from the N * cc states with spin-parity J P = 1/2 − and 3/2 − . The total and differential cross sections of the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction are predicted. It is found that the contributions of these N * cc states give clear peak structures in the total cross sections. Thus, this reaction is another new platform to study the hidden-charm states. It is expected that our model calculation may be tested by future experiments.
Introduction
The study of hadron states beyond the traditional quark model, namely the exotic states, has been a hot topic in hadron physics, and these studies will improve our understanding of non-perturbative QCD. With the experimental progress on this issue over the past decade, more and more evidence in the heavy quark sector indicates possible candidates for exotic states, which are called the XY Z states. However, experimental evidence for exotic pentaquark baryon states has been missing for a long time. Recently, the LHCb Collaboration reported two hidden-charm pentaquark states P + c (4380) and P + c (4450) in the J/ψp invariant mass spectrum from the Λ 0 b → J/ψpK − decay [1] , and their masses and widths are M Pc(4380) = 4380±8±29 MeV, Γ Pc(4380) = 205±18±86 MeV, M Pc(4450) = 4449.8 ± 1.7 ± 2.5 MeV, Γ Pc(4450) = 39 ± 5 ± 19 MeV. Since the two states were reported from the final state J/ψp invariant mass distribution, the isospin of the P c (4380) and P c (4450) is 1/2 and they are ideal candidates for pentaquark states with quark content of ccuud. According to partial wave analysis, the preferred spin-parity J P of the P c (4380) and the P c (4450) are either − , respectively. After this, various explanations for the P c (4380) and P c (4450) states were proposed from the theoretical side (see more details in a recent review paper [2] ). However, the structure of these two states is still an open question, and none of the explanations in the literature have been accepted unanimously.
Actually, predictions of hidden charm baryon states have been made before. In Ref. [3] , loosely bound hidden charm molecular baryons composed of anti-charmed meson and charmed baryon were obtained with the oneboson-exchange model. In Refs. [4, 5] , the interaction between various anti-charmed mesons and charmed baryons plus decay channels in the light sector was studied within the framework of the coupled-channel unitary approach. Several dynamically generated N * cc and Λ * cc resonances with hidden charm were predicted with mass above 4 GeV and width smaller than 100 MeV [4, 5] . Us-ing Heavy Quark Spin Symmetry and the local hidden gauge approach, further studies were done in Ref. [6] and similar results to those of Refs. [4, 5] were found in the study of the interaction of the J/ψN ,D * Λ c ,D * Σ c ,DΣ * c , andD * Σ * c coupled channels. In the I = 1/2 sector, three states with J P = 1/2 − and three states with J P = 3/2 − were dynamically generated [6] (see table I of that paper). Based on the results of Refs. [4] [5] [6] , the molecule nature,D * Σ c -D * Σ * c molecular states, of the above two P c states was proposed in Refs. [7, 8] . Besides, the nature of the P c (4380) was investigated in Ref. [9] , and it was found that the decays of the P c (4380) toD * Λ c and J/ψp are very different for P c (4380) being theDΣ * c and thē D * Σ c molecule states. Hence, the study of the P c (4380) states in theD * Λ c is important to disentangle the nature of the P c (4380) states.
There have also been phenomenology studies on the production of those hidden charm states from scattering processes. In Refs. [10] [11] [12] , the role of the P c states were studied in the γp → P + c → J/ψp reaction, while in Refs. [13] [14] [15] , the role played by the hidden charm states were discussed in the π beam induced reactions of
. Along this line, in this work, we study the role of these hidden charm N * cc states in the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction near the reaction threshold within the effective Lagrangian approach. Unfortunately, the couplings of the two observed P c (4380) and P c (4450) states to the γN andD * Λ c channels are unknown, so we will take the work of Ref. [6] as a reference where the couplings of these N * cc to J/ψp andD * Λ c were obtained. We then provide the total and differential cross sections of the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction. It is found that the differential cross sections for the N * cc states with different quantum numbers are different, which can be used to distinguish the quantum numbers of these hidden charm states.
Although the effective Lagrangian method is a convenient tool to catch the qualitative features of the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction, the free parameters in the model give it some uncontrollable uncertainties. In the present work, based on phenomenological Lagrangians, we only consider the selected tree-diagram contributions. However, our calculation offers some important clues for the mechanisms of the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction and makes a first effort to study the role of the predicted N * cc states in the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction. It is expected that future experimental measurements could test our model and give more information about the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the formalisms and ingredients for our calculations are listed. The results of total and differential cross sections and discussions are presented in Section 3. Finally, a short summary is given in the last section.
Formalisms and ingredients

Feynman diagrams and interaction Lagrangian densities
We study the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction within the effective Lagrangian approach, which has been widely employed to investigate photoproduction processes. The basic tree level Feynman diagrams for γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction are depicted in Fig. 1 , where the contributions from the hidden charm N * cc states [ Fig. 1(a) ], the nucleon pole [ Fig. 1(b In the first diagram, we also show the definition of the kinematical (p1, p2, p3, p4) that we use in the present calculation. In addition, we use qs = p1 + p2, qt = p1 − p3, and qu = p4 − p1.
To compute the amplitudes of the diagrams shown in Fig. 1 , the effective Lagrangian densities for the relevant interaction vertexes are needed. We adopt the effective Lagrangians as used in Refs. [16] [17] [18] [19] ,
where N * cc and N * ccµ are the hidden charm nuclear resonance field with spin-parity
* , ψ µ are the nucleon field, photon field, Λ c field, D * field, and J/ψ field, respectively. M N and M Λc are the masses of the nucleon and Λ + c (2286), while ǫ µναβ is the Levi-Cività tensor with ǫ 0123 = 1. In the above Lagrangian densities, the definitions of σ µν , F µν , and D * αβ are:
Coupling constants and form factors
First, we take the anomalous magnetic momentum k p = 1.79 and k Λc = 0.35 as used in Refs. [20, 21] . The coupling constants for the Λ c pD and Λ c pD * vertexes are taken to be g Λc pD = −13.98 and g Λc pD * = −5.20 as obtained in Refs. [18, 19, 22] from SU (4) flavor symmetry.
Second, the coupling constant g D * Dγ is determined by the radiative decay width of
Unfortunately, information about the decay width Γ D * 0 →D 0 γ is scarce [23] . Thus, it is necessary to rely on theoretical predictions, such as those of Ref. [24] , where Γ D * 0 →D 0 γ = 26 keV was deduced from the data on strong and radiative decays of D * mesons. From Eq. (15) we can easily obtain g D * Dγ = 2.0 GeV
Next, we comment on the coupling constants h, h 1 and h 2 for N * cc N γ vertexes, where their values will be obtained from the strong coupling constants g
cc NJ/ψ using the vector meson dominance (VMD) model. We adopt the VMD leading order coupling between J/ψ and photon:
where M J/ψ and f J/ψ denote the mass and the decay constant of the vector meson J/ψ. With the decay width Γ J/ψ→e + e − = 5.55 keV [23] , one obtains the parameter e/f J/ψ = 0.027. For the N * cc with J P = 3/2 − , there are two different coupling structures for the N * cc N γ vertex, and information about the N * cc → N γ transition is unknown. Thus, it is necessary to rely on previous theoretical works. As argued in Ref. [11] , for N * cc decays into J/ψp, the momentum of the final states are fairly small compared with the nucleon mass. Thus, the higher partial wave terms proportional to (p/M N ) 2 can be neglected. Nevertheless, in this work, we will only consider the leading order s-wave N * cc N γ coupling and leave the higher partial waves to further studies. Then, we can relate h 1 to the g N * cc J/ψN for N * cc with J = 3/2 − . In the framework of the VMD, the coupling constants h and h 1 are related to the strong coupling constant g 
with cutoff parameter Λ D 0 = 2.5 GeV.
For the s-channel and u-channel processes, we adopt a form factor [25, 26] 
where q ex and M ex are the four-momentum and the mass of the exchanged hadron, respectively. For simplicity, we take Λ B = 0.5 GeV [26] for the s-channel nucleon pole, the u-channel Λ + c processes and the s-channel resonance exchanges. The numerical results are not sensitive to the value of Λ B because of the narrow width of the hidden charm resonances, but the results of the t-channel D 0 exchange are sensitive to the value of the cutoff parameter Λ D 0 . We will come to this point below.
The propagator for the exchanged D 0 meson used in our calculation is
For the propagator of the spin-1/2 and 3/2 baryon, we take
with
where q and M stand for the four-momentum and the mass of the intermediate nucleon pole, Λ + c state and N * cc resonance that are shown in Table 1 , respectively. Since q 2 < 0 for u-channel Λ + c exchange, we take Γ = 0 for Λ + c and also for the nucleon pole, while for the hidden charm N * cc resonance, we take their widths as shown in Table 1 .
Scattering amplitudes
With the above effective Lagrangian densities, the scattering amplitudes for the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction can be obtained straightforwardly. First, we write the scattering amplitudes for the N * cc resonance with J p = 1/2 − and 3/2
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for Fig. 1(a) , and
for Figs. 1(b), 1(c), and 1(d), respectively. In the above equations, s = q The contact term illustrated in Fig. 1 (e) serves to keep the full amplitude gauge invariant. For the present calculation, we adopt the following form [16, 27] ,
where C ν is expressed as
where λ is the Källen function with λ(x, y, z) = (x − y − z) 2 − 4yz.
3 Numerical results reaction near the threshold. In Fig. 2 we show our numerical results for the total cross section as a function of the invariant mass W = √ s of the γp system. We take the contributions from the nucleon pole in the schannel, Λ + c exchange in the u-channel, D 0 exchange in the t-channel, and the contact term as the background contribution. From Fig. 2 (a) , we see that the contribution of D 0 exchange is larger than the other background contributions. From Figs. 2 (b) and (c + c strongly, they will also cause nondiffractive effects at off-forward angles which can be measured directly. We hope that this feature may be used to study the N * cc resonance in future experiments. 
Summary
We have studied the total and differential cross sections of the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction within the effective Lagrangian model. In addition to the background contributions from the s-channel nucleon pole, t-channel D 0 exchange, Λ + c (2286) as an intermediate state in the uchannel and the contact term, we checked also the contributions from the s-channel hidden charm N * cc resonances which were dynamically generated from the interaction between charmed mesons and charmed baryons as reported in Refs. [4] [5] [6] . The results of the total cross section show clear peak structures due to the excitations of the hidden-charm N * cc states. We also evaluated the differential cross sections for different energies and found that the contributions of the N * cc resonances in the schannel are much different from the background contributions. A detailed scan of the total and differential cross section in the low energy region of the γp → D * 0 Λ + c reaction will help us to study the hidden charm N * cc states. Furthermore, the two observed P c states were investigated in Refs. [28] [29] [30] and it was shown that the J/ψp invariant mass spectrum in the Λ b → J/ψK − p decay can be reproduced by triangle rescattering due to the reaction dynamics and the peculiar kinematics. The mechanism is called the triangle singularity, and may produce threshold enhancements to mimic the behavior of genuine states or to contribute on top of the genuine states. If these hidden charm states are genuine states, they should be created in the γp →D 0 * Λ + c reaction, while if they are the triangle singularity enhancement, they will not appear in the γp →D 0 * Λ + c reaction because the triangle singularity condition cannot be satisfied here. Therefore, study of the γp →D 0 * Λ + c reaction could help us to understand the nature of these hidden charm states and also the two pentaquark P c states that were observed by LHCb collaboration [1] .
Finally, we would like to stress that, thanks to the important role played by the s-channel resonant contribution in the γp →D * 0 Λ + c reaction, future experimental data for this reaction can be used to improve our knowledge of hidden charm N * cc properties, which are at present poorly known. This work constitutes a first step in this direction.
